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a b s t r a c t
Laboratory impact experiments have found that impact fragments tend to be elongated. Their shapes, as
defined by axes a, b and c, these being the maximum dimensions of the fragment in three mutually
orthogonal planes (aP bP c), are distributed around mean values of the axial ratios b/a  0.7 and
c/a  0.5. This corresponds to a:b:c in the simple proportion 2:p2:1. The shape distributions of some
boulders on Asteroid Eros, the small- and fast-rotating asteroids (diameter <200 m and rotation period
<1 h), and asteroids in young families, are similar to those of laboratory fragments created in catastrophic
disruptions. Catastrophic disruption is, however, a process that is different from impact cratering. In
order to systematically investigate the shapes of fragments in the range from impact cratering to catas-
trophic disruption, impact experiments for basalt targets 5–15 cm in size were performed. A total of 28
impact experiments were carried out by firing a spherical nylon projectile (diameter 7.14 mm) perpen-
dicularly into the target surface at velocities of 1.60–7.13 km/s. More than 12,700 fragments with
bP 4 mm generated in the impact experiments were measured. We found that the mean value of c/a in
each impact decreases with decreasing impact energy per unit target mass. For instance, the mean value
of c/a in an impact cratering event is nearly 0.2, which is considerably smaller than c/a in a catastrophic dis-
ruption (0.5). The data presented here can provide important evidence to interpret the shapes of asteroids
and boulders on asteroid surfaces, and can constrain current interpretations of asteroid formation. As an
example, by applying our experimental results to the boulder shapes on Asteroid Itokawa’s surface, we
can infer that Itokawa’s parent body must have experienced a catastrophic disruption.
 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is anopenaccess article under theCCBY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction
In laboratory impact experiments, the shapes of fragments from
catastrophic collisions defined by axes a, b and c, these being the
maximum dimensions of the fragment in three mutually orthogo-
nal planes (aP bP c), have been found to behave in a very regular
way (see the pioneering work of Fujiwara et al., 1978). The axial
ratios are distributed around mean values of the axial ratios
b/a  0.7 and c/a  0.5, i.e. corresponding to a:b:c in the simple
proportion 2:
p
2:1. The data indicate a general property of colli-
sional fragments, which is repeated with great regularity in widely
different experimental conditions such as projectile velocity, target
shape, composition and strength (Fujiwara et al., 1978; Matsui
et al., 1982, 1984; Bianchi et al., 1984; Capaccioni et al., 1984,
1986; Durda et al., 2015).
The shape distributions of small asteroids less than tens of kilo-
meters in diameter are considered to be similar to distributions
obtained for fragments generated in laboratory impact experi-
ments (Fujiwara et al., 1978; Capaccioni et al., 1984, 1986). The
shapes of most asteroids can be inferred from the observed light
curve amplitude. For instance, Szabó and Kiss (2008) have deter-
mined the shape distribution of 11,735 asteroids based on the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey Moving Object Catalog. In particular, they
have researched eight prominent asteroid families. Nearly one-
third of all asteroids belong to families (Zappalà et al., 1995) that
are believed to be a result of collisional disruption of parent
asteroids (O’Brien and Greenberg, 2005). In young families,
the shape distributions of asteroids are very similar to the distribu-
tions obtained for fragments generated in laboratory impact
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2015.09.038
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experiments. In old asteroid families, on the other hand, the shape
distributions of asteroids are more spherical as impact-related
phenomena occur (impact reshaping and impact-induced seismic
activity are dominant processes in the late evolution of asteroid
shapes). The shapes of larger asteroids are also more spherical
due to self-gravitational effects (e.g., Capaccioni et al., 1984).
Michikami et al. (2010) investigated the shapes of boulders
with sizes of 0.1–220 m on Asteroid 433 Eros using a few arbitrar-
ily selected images taken by the NEAR spacecraft. Moreover, the
shapes of small and fast-rotating asteroids (diameter < 200 m and
rotation period < 1 h), which are natural fragments from previous
impact events among asteroids, were inferred from archived light
curve data taken by ground-based telescopes. The results show
that the shape distributions of laboratory fragments are similar
to those of the boulders on Eros and of the small and fast-
rotating asteroids. One has to bear in mind, however, that almost
all of the data about fragment shapes in the laboratory were
obtained from catastrophic disruption.
The shapes of fragments in non-catastrophic disruption such as
impact cratering would be different from those in catastrophic
disruption (e.g., Lange and Ahrens, 1981) because the strength of
the shock wave in the target is relatively weak and only the surface
of the target is broken. Lange and Ahrens (1981) carried out impact
experiments for water ice targets (at temperatures of 81 K and
257 K) in order to investigate the correlation among the shape of
fragments, temperature and the degree of fragmentation (crater-
ing, erosion, disruption, and total fragmentation). Their results
show that the shapes of fragments in a weak disruption at 257 K
are different from those in a catastrophic disruption. Therefore,
the shapes of fragments are considered to reflect the degree of
fragmentation of the target.
Although the experiment of Lange and Ahrens (1981) is the only
laboratory experiment to research the shapes of fragments from
non-catastrophic to catastrophic disruption, the data currently
available are not sufficient to develop a comprehensive model that
includes impact phenomena among asteroids. This is mainly for
the following three reasons.
(1) Because Lange and Ahrens’ study focused on the collisional
interaction of icy planetary bodies, the impact velocities in
the experiments are low (0.14–1 km/s) compared with the
average impact velocity (5 km/s) in the asteroid main belt.
Of course, the dynamic disruption of silicate bodies is also
different from those of icy bodies.
(2) Unfortunately, the data of the fragment shapes in impact
cratering were not shown, although Lange and Ahrens
carried out the impact experiments in the entire range from
impact cratering to catastrophic disruption. As a reason, we
think that the total number of fragments counted in impact
cratering is very small, because in each shot only very few
(several tens of) fragments were counted. In general, for
the impact experiments using targets of similar size, fewer
fragments are produced in impact cratering than in heavier
disruptions.
(3) The shapes of fragments in the case of weak disruption (non-
catastrophic disruption) are different in 257 K and 81 K ice
targets. The fragment shapes in 81 K ice targets are similar
to those for catastrophic disruption of basalt targets, and
are independent of the degree of fragmentation. On the
other hand, the shapes of fragments in 257 K ice targets
depend on the degree of fragmentation. That is, in the case
of 257 K ice targets, the shapes of fragments in a strong
(catastrophic) disruption are similar to those for catas-
trophic disruption of basalt targets, while those in a weak
disruption (many plate-like shaped fragments are seen) are
different from those for a catastrophic disruption of basalt
targets. The difference of the results in 81 and 257 K targets
may be (according to the suggestion of the authors) due to
the fact that it is difficult to produce the 81 K targets without
numerous cracks and air bubbles. Lange and Ahrens (1981)
pointed out that the growth rate in 81 K ice was much faster
than that in 257 K ice, thus causing the 81 K targets to con-
tain significantly more cracks and air bubbles. Indeed, their
81 K ice targets were much weaker than the 257 K ice tar-
gets. These cracks and air bubbles would affect the resulting
shapes of the fragments. Therefore, we are confident that
only a comparison of the data of 257 K ice targets with our
experimental data is meaningful.
In this study, in order to investigate the shapes of fragments in
the entire range from impact cratering to catastrophic disruption,
impact experiments into silicate (basalt) targets with various sizes
were carried out. The research described here is intended to con-
strain current interpretations of asteroid formation.
2. Experimental method
2.1. Target properties
The samples used as targets were fine-grained and very homo-
geneous basalts from Linxi, Inner Mongolia. The optical micro-
scopic image of a thin section of the basalt is shown in Fig. 1a.
The lath-like crystals are micro-phenocrysts plagioclase and their
(a)
(b)
1 mm
Augite 
Plagioclase100 µm
OlivineGroundmass 
Fig. 1. Microscopic images of the basalt samples used as targets. (a) Optical
microscope image of a thin section in crossed polarized light. (b) SEM back
scattered electron image of the thin section.
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lengths are from several hundred micrometers to one millimeter.
Several tens of olivine and augite crystals can be also seen in the
glassy groundmass (dark areas). Fig. 1b shows the scanning elec-
tron microscopic (SEM) image of the thin section. The interstitial
areas between plagioclase, olivine and augite crystals are the
groundmass composed of glass and fine mineral grains.
The target bulk density is 3000 kg/m3, the compressive strength
is 185 MPa, and the tensile strength is 14 MPa (obtained from a
cylinder splitting test). The compressive strength is similar to the
values of basalts used in previous experiments such as those by
Fujiwara et al. (1977) (160 MPa) and Matsui et al. (1982)
(220 MPa). Besides, the strength of basalt targets used in the exper-
iments is very similar to that of ordinary chondrites. For instance,
the compressive and the tensile strengths of LL3 chondrite Krimka
are 160 MPa and 22 MPa, respectively (Medvedev et al., 1985).
Thus, our basalt targets are no less appropriate as mechanical ana-
logs for asteroids than the materials used in previous experiments.
2.2. Impact experiments
The 28 impact experiments for basalts with several shapes were
accomplished with a two-stage light-gas gun at the Institute of
Space and Astronautical Science, Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency (ISAS, JAXA). In all runs, spherical nylon projectiles
7.14 mm in diameter (mass 0.217 g and density 1140 kg/m3) were
shot perpendicularly into the target surface. The impact velocities
of the projectiles ranged from 1.60 to 7.13 km/s keeping projectile
mass constant.
In many shots, cubic targets were used, just as in the experi-
ments of Fujiwara et al. (1977, 1978). We carried out three types
of impact experiments as follows.
(1) Four experiments (s2127, s2133, s2134 and s2415) were
carried out under nearly identical conditions to confirm
the reproducibility of the experimental results. In these
experiments, projectiles were shot at cubic targets with
5 cm side length at impact velocities of 3.7 km/s.
(2) In order to cover a relatively wide range of scenarios from
impact cratering to catastrophic disruption, we carried out
impact experiments for four types of cubic targets with
5 cm, 7.5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm side length. As an indicator
of target fragmentation, a specific energy, Q, which is defined
as the kinetic energy of the projectile per unit target mass, is
a widely used measure in such laboratory studies and
numerical simulations (e.g., Holsapple et al., 2002). In the
present paper, Q varied by two orders of magnitude (150–
15,000 J/kg). In this wide range of Q values, the impact
experiments were carried out changing the impact velocities
and the target sizes.
(3) In order to investigate the effect of target shape on fragment
shape, we conducted impact experiments on spherical, rect-
angular parallelepiped (2:1:1 side ratio) and slab (10:10:1
side ratio) targets with the same mass as our cubic target
with 5 cm side length. Impact velocities were approximately
3.5 km/s. We used a total of five targets that were not cubi-
cal (one sphere, two rectangular parallelepipeds and two
slab targets). Target size (and shape) and impact conditions
are summarized in Table 1.
Each target was set on a cylindrical stand less than one third of
the target size in diameter. The accuracy of the position of the tar-
get from the muzzle of the gun was within 3 mm. The whole sys-
temwas mounted in a vacuum chamber (nearly 1  1  2 m3) with
Table 1
Target properties and the experimental results. Mt, Ml and Q are initial target mass, largest fragment mass and specific energy, respectively. Fragmentation types are cratering
(Type I), transition type (Type II), core type (Type III) and complete destruction (Type IV). The mass and shapes of the fragments with bP 4 mm are measured. As exceptions, in
s2132, s2137, s2570 and s2572, the counted fragments and the mean values of b/a and c/a do not contain the largest fragment whose mass is roughly the same as initial target
mass. In the experiments, mass recovery refers to the mass ratio of fragments measured (bP 4 mm) to the initial target.
Shot number Target
shape
Dimension (cm) Mt (g) Impact features Fragments
Velocity
(km/s)
Q (J/kg) Fragmentation
type
Ml/Mt Mean
value of b/a
Mean
value of
c/a
Counted
number
(bP 4 mm)
Mass
recovery
(bP 4 mm) (%)
s1934 Cube 15  15  15 10149.0 6.87 500 II 0.778 0.70 0.33 468 99
s2126 Cube 7.5  7.5  7.5 1240.4 6.99 4280 III 0.051 0.71 0.41 1659 76
s2127 Cube 5  5  5 367.6 3.66 3960 III 0.096 0.73 0.47 541 78
s2128 Cube 7.5  7.5  7.5 1240.7 3.69 1190 III 0.410 0.69 0.39 338 97
s2129 Cube 5  5  5 360.9 5.32 8540 IV 0.018 0.74 0.45 756 49
s2130 Cube 7.5  7.5  7.5 1227.1 5.27 2470 III 0.088 0.71 0.41 1194 88
s2131 Cube 10  10  10 2948.9 5.32 1050 III 0.211 0.71 0.38 686 98
s2132 Cube 7.5  7.5  7.5 1229.9 1.60 230 I 0.999 0.69 0.24 5 100
s2133 Cube 5  5  5 363.5 3.63 3950 III 0.063 0.74 0.46 602 75
s2134 Cube 5  5  5 364.0 3.87 4490 III 0.049 0.74 0.45 618 75
s2135 Sphere 6.2 385.4 3.87 4240 III 0.208 0.75 0.45 604 82
s2137 Cube 7.5  7.5  7.5 1239.7 2.10 390 II 0.961 0.68 0.28 14 100
s2414 Cube 5  5  5 361.7 4.05 4930 III 0.280 0.70 0.42 166 92
s2415 Cube 5  5  5 368.1 3.71 4050 III 0.068 0.73 0.44 489 82
s2416 Cube 5  5  5 365.0 2.07 1270 III 0.205 0.73 0.44 105 98
s2417 Cube 5  5  5 366.1 7.13 15,060 IV 0.008 0.74 0.43 762 36
s2420 Cube 5  5  5 347.5 1.83 1040 II 0.733 0.73 0.43 47 99
s2421 Parallelepiped 6.3  6.3  3.15 341.9 3.41 3690 III 0.029 0.74 0.46 522 88
s2422 Slab 10.8  10.8  1.08 363.8 3.30 3240 III 0.117 0.70 0.36 232 94
s2423 Cube 7.5  7.5  7.5 1168.1 3.61 1210 III 0.155 0.72 0.40 269 95
s2568 Parallelepiped 6.3  6.3  3.15 339.4 3.20 3270 III 0.105 0.70 0.43 290 87
s2569 Slab 10.8  10.8  1.08 357.7 3.58 3880 III 0.546 0.66 0.35 94 98
s2570 Cube 15  15  15 10031.0 5.01 270 II 0.944 0.71 0.26 118 100
s2572 Cube 15  15  15 10058.0 3.72 150 I 0.997 0.66 0.17 23 100
s2574 Cube 5  5  5 355.9 3.10 2930 III 0.059 0.73 0.44 341 97
s2575 Cube 10  10  10 2923.7 6.98 1820 III 0.212 0.71 0.38 1419 94
s2576 Cube 10  10  10 2930.2 3.78 530 II 0.836 0.73 0.34 112 99
s2578 Cube 5  5  5 359.4 2.76 2310 III 0.072 0.73 0.46 302 93
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acrylic resin windows. The ambient pressure in the chamber was
less than 200 Pa.
The experiments were carried out with two different experi-
mental setups. In the first setup (from shot s1934 to s2137), two
high-speed framing cameras were oriented to view the collisional
breakup through the side and top windows of the chamber. The
fields of view of the two cameras were approximately
25  15 cm2 (side camera) and 30  20 cm2 (top camera), respec-
tively. The framing rate of the camera was set to 4000 frames/s.
Fragments with enough kinetic energy may break again when they
hit the interior surface of the chamber. To prevent the destruction
of fast fragments by secondary collisions, three styrofoam boards
1 cm thick were therefore put on the interior of the chamber.
One (30  30 cm2) was put on the cylindrical stand’s feet (near
the impact point), the second one (42  30 cm2) was put on the
floor of the chamber in front of the impact side (i.e. in the direction
of the gun muzzle), and the third one (70  42 cm2) was put on the
chamber wall with the entrance hole for the projectile (the gun
muzzle’s direction).
In the second setup (from shot s2414 to s2578), a cardboard box
(59  56  45 cm3) whose interior was covered with 1 cm thick
urethane sheets was put on the floor of the chamber, and each tar-
get was set in this box to effectively prevent destruction by sec-
ondary collisions of most fragments. The ambient pressure in the
box was the same as before. The box has a vinyl sheet window. A
high-speed framing camera was oriented to view the collisional
breakup only through the vinyl sheet window that connects to
the side window of the chamber. No pictures were taken through
the top window of the chamber. Otherwise, the shot conditions
were the same as before. In the experiments, the high-speed fram-
ing camera was used to investigate the behavior of the fragments
and to confirm that destruction by secondary collisions had been
prevented.
3. Results
3.1. Degree of fragmentation
In the experiments, the degrees of fragmentation of the target
are grouped into four types in the order of decreasing Q:
Type I, cratering with no catastrophic disruption [Q < 250 J/kg].
Type II, a transition type where parts of the side surfaces are
chipped off [250 6 Q < 1050 J/kg].
Type III, the so-called core type, which is signified by whole sur-
faces of the target being spalled off with only the core in the
central part of the target remaining [1050 6 Q < 8000 J/kg].
Type IV, complete destruction, in which the targets are com-
pletely destroyed into fine fragments and no core is left
[8000 J/kg 6 Q].
The type of each shot is shown in Table 1. The thresholds of Q
dividing our experiments into four types are compatible with the
experiments of Fujiwara et al. (1977), who carried out similar
impact experiments on cubic basalt targets with sizes from about
2 to 10 cm at an impact velocity of 2.6 km/s in order to investigate
the size distribution of the fragments.
The ratio of the mass of the largest fragment to the initial target
mass (Ml/Mt) is a useful parameter to denote the degree of frag-
mentation of the target in a wide range of experimental conditions.
Ml/Mt is large when impact cratering occurs, and is small when
catastrophic disruption occurs. Fig. 2 shows the Ml/Mt ratio, as a
function of the specific energy Q for our own experiments as well
as earlier ones. The data show that the degree of fragmentation
is dependent on the target material. Ml/Mt decreases with increas-
ing Q, and there is a power-law relationship between Ml/Mt and Q
in the same material type. The scatter within the same material
type is related to the differences in target strength, impact velocity,
projectile types, temperature, and other factors. Our data are sim-
ilar to previous data of basalts, confirming a good reproducibility of
the experimental results.
3.2. Fragment shapes
After the impact, all fragments in the chamber were collected.
We tried to collect as many fragments as possible, and the shapes
and masses of fragments with bP 4 mm were individually mea-
sured. In the present study, fragment shape is defined by the ratios
b/a and c/a, where a, b and c are defined as the dimensions of a
fragment in three mutually orthogonal planes (aP bP c). We
started by measuring the shortest dimension of the fragment,
and then the shortest dimension perpendicular to this and, finally,
the dimension perpendicular to both. The dimensions were mea-
sured with digital calipers. The errors in fragment lengths are accu-
rate within ±0.01 mm. The numbers of fragments measured for
individual experiments are from 5 to 1659 (Table 1). Overall, more
than 12,700 fragments were measured. In the following subsec-
tions, we will describe (1) the reproducibility of the experimental
results, (2) the relation between degree of fragmentation and frag-
ment shapes, and (3) the relation between target shapes and frag-
ment shapes.
3.2.1. Reproducibility of the experimental results
Fig. 3 shows the histogram of b/a and c/a (s2127, s2133, s2134
and s2415) with bP 4 mm obtained from the impact experiments
under almost identical conditions (cubic target with 5 cm side
length and impact velocity  3.7 km/s). The mean b/a and c/a ratios
in these experiments are similar, about 0.74 and 0.46, respectively.
The shape distributions are also similar. In other words, most of
fragments lie in the region of the histogram defined by b/a > 0.4
and c/a > 0.2, and the peaks of the histograms in the axial ratios
of b/a and c/a are the same except for the c/a peak in s2415. In
Q [J/kg] 
M
l/M
t 
Fig. 2. Comparison of our own and previous experimental results for the Ml/Mt
ratios, as a function of the specific energy Q, where Ml is the largest fragment mass,
Mt is the initial target mass, and Q is the kinetic energy of the projectile per unit
target mass. The data of two rectangular parallelepipeds and slab targets in our
experiments were excluded because their shapes were different for a meaningful
comparison. (See above-mentioned references for further information.)
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these experiments, the shape distributions are similar to those
reported by Fujiwara et al. (1978) and Capaccioni et al. (1984). In
addition to the shape distributions of the fragments, the mass dis-
tributions of the fragments are also important results to confirm
the reproducibility of the experimental results. The fragment mass
distributions for four experiments presented in Fig. 3 are also very
similar (see Fig. 4). Therefore, since the shape and mass distribu-
tions of the fragments are very similar, the reproducibility of the
experimental results is considered to be good.
3.2.2. Degree of fragmentation and fragment shapes
To investigate the relation between the degree of fragmentation
and the fragment shapes, the 23 impact experiments for cubic tar-
gets with 5–15 cm side length were carried out. As an example of
these impact experiments, a typical diagram of b/a and c/a is
shown in Fig. 5. The impact velocity was approximately main-
tained (5 km/s) whilst the target size was changed from 5 cm
to 15 cm side length (s2129, s2130, s2131 and s2570), with
the exception of shot s2572, where the impact velocity was
3.72 km/s and target size was 15 cm side length. The impact veloc-
ities of 5 km/s correspond to the mean collisional velocity among
the main belt asteroids. Shot s2129 is of Type IV (complete
destruction), s2130 and s2131 are Type III (core type), and s2570
is Type II (transition type). Fragmentation of Type I (impact
cratering) was not observed in the experiments with an impact
velocity of 5 km/s because the maximum target size is 15 cm.
Thus, as an example of the impact experiments of Type I, the data
of s2572 with impact velocity of 3.72 km/s were added to these
experimental data. In our experiments, we did not observe any
extreme fragment shapes such as spheres, plates and bars, as
reported by Fujiwara et al. (1978) for their experiments.
In Fig. 5, the shapes of fragments seem to differ by the degree of
fragmentation. Fig. 6 shows the histogram of b/a and c/a for the
experiments of Fig. 5. In Type IV impacts, almost all the fragments
lie in the region of the diagram (histogram) defined by b/a > 0.3
and c/a > 0.2, which are similar to previous experimental data
(e.g., Fujiwara et al., 1978; Capaccioni et al., 1984, 1986). However,
in Type III, II and I impacts, the number of fragments in the region
of the histogram by c/a 6 0.2 slightly increases, decreasing with
the degree of fragmentation (i.e. decreasing with the specific
energy, Q). Note that this trend has not been found in previous
experiments, except for the 257 K ice targets of Lange and
Ahrens (1981). The peaks of the histograms in the axial ratio of
c/a shift to small values in the case of small degrees of fragmenta-
tion. On the other hand, the peaks in the axial ratio of b/a seem to
be constant regardless of the degree of fragmentation. Those trends
are independent of the fragment mass (see Appendix A). In previ-
ous experiments, the mean c/a ratios were no less than 0.3 because
these experimental data were obtained mainly from catastrophic
disruption.
It is important to note that the fragment mass distribution can
be used to denote the degree of fragmentation of the target. Fig. 7
s2127 (3.66 km/s) 
mean b/a ~0.73
b/a c/a
mean c/a ~0.47
s2133 (3.63 km/s) 
mean b/a ~0.74
b/a c/a
mean c/a ~0.46
Fig. 3. Histograms of b/a and c/a (s2127, s2133, s2134 and s2415) with bP 4 mm obtained from the impact experiments under almost identical conditions (cubic target with
5 cm side length and impact velocity  3.7 km/s). Impact velocities and mean b/a and c/a ratios are indicated.
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shows the mass distribution for the experiments presented in
Figs. 5 and 6. The mass distributions of fragments are represented
by power laws. The value of the exponent in the power law distri-
bution depends on the degree of fragmentation of the target. The
heavier the degree of fragmentation, the higher the exponent
becomes (i.e. the amount of small fragments increases). As shown
in Fig. 7, for small fragments with less than 10 g, the values of the
exponents range from 0.4 to 1.1 (in response to increasing Q). For
other experiments on cubic targets, the values of the exponents
for small fragments do not differ much from these values. The val-
ues in our experiments are compatible with previous experimental
data for basalt targets (e.g., Fujiwara et al., 1977; Takagi et al.,
1984).
Comparing the shape and the mass distributions of the frag-
ments, the exponent of the mass distribution does not seem to
affect the shape distribution. For example, the mean c/a ratios for
s2131 and s2570 are different although the exponent values for
small fragments with less than 10 g are the same (0.5). The same
tendency was seen for other experiments. Thus, we could not find
a relation between the exponent values in mass distributions and
fragment shapes.
The tendency for the mean c/a ratios to decrease in the case of
weak disruption was also found from our other experiments with
impact velocities of 1.60–7.13 km/s. In order to investigate the
relation between the fragment shape and the degree of the frag-
mentation, the mean axial ratios are plotted against Q (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 indicates that the mean b/a ratios seem to be roughly
s2134 (3.87 km/s) 
mean b/a ~0.74
b/a
s2415 (3.71 km/s) 
mean b/a ~0.73
b/a
c/a
mean c/a ~0.45
c/a
mean c/a ~0.44
Fig. 3 (continued)
Fig. 4. Mass distributions of fragments for the experiments shown in Fig. 3 (s2127,
s2133, s2134 and s2415). The horizontal and the vertical axes show the masses of
the fragments and the cumulative number of fragments with a mass greater thanm,
respectively. The collection ratios of the total mass of fragments with bP 4 mm to
the initial target mass are nearly 80% under these conditions while the recovery
ratios of the total mass of all collected fragments (containing small fragments with
b < 4 mm) to the initial target mass are more than 90%. The impact velocity of each
shot is given in parentheses. The standard deviations of the distributions are similar
(0.12–0.15).
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constant, or seem to slightly decrease with decreasing Q. On the
other hand, although the mean c/a ratios seem to be roughly con-
stant when QP 1000 J/kg, they decrease gradually with decreasing
Q when Q < 1000 J/kg (From another point of view, the small c/a
values are acquired from relatively large targets with 10 and
15 cm side length, and partly from targets with 7.5 cm side length.
For identical Q, the mean c/a (and b/a) ratios in larger targets are
slightly smaller than those in smaller ones). This means that there
are more flat fragments in impact types I and II. We note that this
trend has not been found in previous experiments. For instance,
the mean c/a ratio (s2572) in impact cratering is 0.17, which is sig-
nificantly less than in previous experiments. We therefore find that
the mean c/a ratios strongly depend on Q, and not on target size or
impact velocity. The fragment shapes in catastrophic disruption
(Types III and IV) are obviously different from those in non-
catastrophic disruption (Types I and II).
s2129
5cm, Type IV
Q=8540 J/kg
mean b/a ~0.74
mean c/a ~0.45
b/a b/a
b/a b/a
b/a
c/a c/a
c/a c/a
s2130 
7.5cm, Type III
Q=2470 J/kg
mean b/a ~0.71
mean c/a ~0.41
s2131 
10cm, Type III
Q=1050 J/kg
mean b/a ~0.71
mean c/a ~0.38
s2570 
15cm, Type II
Q=270 J/kg
mean b/a ~0.71
mean c/a ~0.26
s2572
15cm, Type I
Q=150 J/kg
mean b/a ~0.66
mean c/a ~0.17
plate sphere
bar
c/a
Fig. 5. A typical diagram for the shape distributions of fragments with bP 4 mm obtained from the cubic targets. These data are obtained by keeping approximately same
impact velocity (5 km/s) with changing target size of 5–15 cm side length (s2129, s2130, s2131 and s2570), except for shot s2572, where the impact velocity was 3.72 km/s
and the target size was 15 cm side length. Target sizes, fragmentation types, values of Q and mean b/a and c/a ratios are indicated. The impact velocities are 5.32 km/s (s2129),
5.27 km/s (s2130), 5.32 km/s (s2131), 5.01 km/s (s2570) and 3.72 km/s (s2572), respectively. In s2570 and s2572, the mean b/a and c/a ratios do not contain the largest
fragment whose mass is roughly the same as initial target mass.
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3.2.3. Target shapes and fragment shapes
The data in Fig. 8 were acquired only for cubic targets. In Type I
and II impacts, there are numerous flat fragments which are
ejected from the target surface or near the target surface. The
shape of the remaining largest fragment corresponded to the initial
target without those parts of the side surface that had been
chipped off. It is possible that the target shape influences the frag-
ment shapes. Therefore, we conducted impact experiments on
spherical, rectangular parallelepiped and slab targets with the
same mass as our cubic target with 5 cm side length, and investi-
gated the effect of target shape on fragment shape.
In the case of rectangular parallelepipeds and slabs, which have
two wide and four narrow surfaces, it is possible that the area of
the impact surface influences the fragment shape. Thus, two
impact directions were adopted for these targets. One impact
direction was parallel to the shortest axis of the target (s2421
and s2422), i.e. a projectile was shot into the target surface with
the largest area. Another impact direction was parallel to the long-
est axis of the target (s2568 and s2569), i.e. a projectile was shot
into the target surface with the smallest area. The impact point
was the center of the target surface.
Fig. 9 indicates the histogram of shape distributions of the frag-
ments with bP 4 mm for targets of various shapes. The general
trend of these shape distributions is similar, except for the slab tar-
gets, although there are slight differences in the peak position. It is
consistent with the experimental results of Durda et al. (2015),
who used spherical and irregularly shaped targets. In slab targets,
the proportion of flat fragments is rather high, and the mean c/a
ratios are 0.36 (s2422) and 0.35 (s2569), less than the values in tar-
gets with different shapes (c/a  0.43–0.46 for shots s2133, s2135,
s2421 and s2568). We did not observe a significant dependence of
b/a on the target shape (b/a  0.7).
Fig. 10 shows the mass distribution of the fragments for the
experiments shown in Fig. 9. In the cubic (s2133) and spherical
(s2135) targets, as well as the rectangular parallelepiped (s2421)
with the impact into the largest surface, the general trend of the
mass distributions is similar. However, in rectangular paral-
lelepipeds and slabs, the slopes of the mass distributions depend
on impact direction. The slope of the mass distribution becomes
less steep when the projectile is shot into the smallest surface of
the target (s2568 and s2569). This means that there are fewer
small fragments. There are only half as many fragments with
bP 4 mm in s2568 and s2569 as there are in s2421 and s2422,
respectively. Thus, the impact direction in these targets affects
the mass distribution of the fragments. These variations may be
caused by differences in the propagation of the impact energy in
the target interior.
Comparing the shape and the mass distributions of the frag-
ments, the exponent of the mass distribution does not seem to
affect the shape distribution. For example, the mean c/a ratios for
s2130 
7.5cm, Type III
Q=2470 J/kg
mean b/a ~0.71
s2129
5cm, Type IV
Q=8540 J/kg
mean b/a ~0.74
b/a
b/a
c/a
c/a
mean c/a ~0.45
mean c/a ~0.41
Fig. 6. A typical histogram for the shape distributions of fragments with bP 4 mm obtained from the cubic targets for the experiments in Fig. 5 (s2129, s2130, s2131, s2570
and s2572). Target sizes, fragmentation types, values of Q and mean b/a and c/a ratios are indicated.
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s2568 and s2422 are obviously different although the mass
distributions for these experiments are not so different, and the
mean c/a ratios for s2422 and s2569 are similar although the mass
distributions for these experiments are obviously different. Thus,
we could not find a relation between the exponent values in mass
distributions and fragment shapes, as reported in Section 3.2.2.
In conclusion, the target shape does not influence the fragment
shape except for slab targets, which is consist with the experimen-
tal observations of Durda et al. (2015). Besides, the data of slab
targets would be of little relevance when applying the laboratory
experiments to real collisions in space, because slab-like bodies
have never been observed.
4. Discussion
4.1. Comparison with previous experiments
In the pioneering study of Fujiwara et al. (1978), cylindrical
polycarbonate projectiles of mass 0.37 g were shot into cubic
basalt targets of 5 cm (I1) and 5.2 cm (I2) side length at impact
s2570 
15cm, Type II
Q=270 J/kg
mean b/a ~0.71
s2131 
10cm, Type III
Q=1050 J/kg
mean b/a ~0.71
b/a
b/a c/a
c/a
mean c/a ~0.38
mean c/a ~0.26
s2572
15cm, Type I
Q=150 J/kg
mean b/a ~0.66
mean c/a ~0.17
b/a c/a
Fig. 6 (continued)
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velocities of 2.6 km/s and 3.7 km/s, respectively. Both targets were
catastrophically destroyed (core-type disruption), and the specific
energies, Q, were 3700 J/kg for (I1) and 6700 J/kg for (I2). They esti-
mated the mean axial ratios in those 719 fragments with b > 4 mm
(I1 and I2) and found values of 0.73 for b/a and 0.50 for c/a. In the
present study, for the experiments with Q > 3700 J/kg we find
that the mean b/a ratios lie in the range from 0.70 to 0.75 whilst
the mean ratio c/a ratios lie between 0.41 and 0.47. These values
are similar to those of Fujiwara et al. (1978), although our c/a val-
ues are slightly smaller. The trend that the mean c/a ratios are less
than 0.50 has been found by other authors, too (e.g., Capaccioni
et al., 1984, 1986; Giblin et al., 1994; Durda et al., 2015).
As one possible explanation for the above difference, La Spina
and Paolicchi (1996) suggested that fragments with enough kinetic
energy break again (secondary fragmentation) when they hit the
interior surface of the small chamber, and secondary collisions
affect the axial ratio of the fragments. This takes place preferen-
tially along the longest axes, increasing the mean values of mea-
sured ratios. Fujiwara et al. (1978) used a relatively small
chamber in their experiments. Therefore, their setup was not suffi-
ciently tuned towards preventing destruction by secondary colli-
sions of fast fragments, and the resulting values of c/a became
larger.
In our experiments, we used a relatively large chamber and Sty-
rofoam boards or urethane sheets, which should effectively pre-
vent destruction by secondary collisions of fast fragments. Some
images of the high-speed camera show that the fragments origi-
nating from the targets were not broken when they hit the Styro-
foam boards or urethane sheets. In particular, our second series of
setups used urethane sheets which should have prevented destruc-
tion by secondary collisions of fast fragments more effectively. For
instance, the experimental results in Fig. 4 show 50–100 fewer
fragments with bP 4 mm were created in s2415 (second setup)
than in s2127, s2133 and s2134 (first setups). Besides, Fig. 3 shows
that the mean c/a ratio for s2415 is smallest in these four experi-
ments and the peak of the histogram in the axial ratio of c/a for
s2415 shifts towards small values, which may mean that destruc-
tions by secondary collisions are rare.
The tendency for the mean c/a ratios to decrease in the case of
weak disruption is compatible with the experimental results for ice
targets at 257 K by Lange and Ahrens (1981). In addition to the
experiments of Lange and Ahrens (1981), Durda et al. (2015) also
reported that many thin, plate-like fragments are produced in
the case of weak disruption (in their experiments, both
irregularly-shaped and spherical basalt targets were investigate
at impact speeds ranging from 3.6 to 5.8 km/s). For instance, when
Q is 2240 J/kg (impact speed  3.7 km/s) in their experiments, the
mean b/a and c/a ratios are 0.67 and 0.34, respectively. The values
in their experiments are similar to those in non-catastrophic dis-
ruptions of our experiments, and their findings are partially consis-
tent with ours. Unfortunately, the amount of their data is
insufficient for developing a comprehensive model including small
fragments, because they investigated only the 36 largest fragments
from each shot of which six were fired. The measurement of more
than 12,700 fragments in our experiments should be sufficient to
reveal the relation between the fragment shape and the specific
energy, Q.
Why do the mean c/a ratios decrease with decreasing Q when Q
is less than 1000 J/kg? After the first few experiments, our suspi-
cion was that the fragments with original target surfaces affect
the mean c/a ratio. This is because, in Type I and II impacts (impact
cratering or a small degree of fragmentation), almost all fragments
originate from the surface and near-subsurface of the target. Thus,
we investigated the fragment shapes with and without the original
target surfaces (Fig. 11). The results show that, unexpectedly, the
mean c/a ratios of fragments without original target surfaces are
smaller than those with original target surfaces – except for the
experiment with the smallest value of Q in Fig. 11. In other words,
fragments without original target surfaces are flatter than those
with original target surfaces. In the experiments, it is difficult to
Fig. 7. Mass distributions of fragments for the experiments shown in Figs. 5 and 6
(s2129, s2130, s2131, s2570 and s2572). The collection ratios of the total mass of
fragments with bP 4 mm to the initial target mass are 49% (s2129), 88% (s2130),
98% (s2131), 100% (s2570) and 100% (s2572), respectively. The collection ratio with
bP 4 mm decreases with decreasing the target size (in response to increasing Q)
while the recovery ratios of the total mass of all collected fragments (containing
small fragments with b < 4 mm) to the initial target mass are more than 90%. For
small fragments with less than 10 g, power law distributions are found with
exponents 0.4 6 a 6 1.1 in the relationship N(>m) = Ama (where m is the fragment
mass, a is the exponent, and A is the corresponding constant). The values of a are
1.1 (s2129), 0.8 (s2130), 0.5 (s2131), 0.5 (s2570) and 0.4 (s2572), respectively.
Fig. 8. The mean b/a and c/a ratios vs. Q. These data are for fragment shapes from
the 23 impact experiments on cubic targets, and cover a wide range of Q (150–
15,000 J/kg). The standard error bar of each shot is given. In the case of small (i.e.
<0.01) standard errors, the error bar is smaller than the size of each symbol. The
relatively large standard errors seen at small Q with less than 1000 J/kg are due to
the small number of fragments with bP 4 mm. Note that the mean c/a ratios
decrease with decreasing Q when Q is less than 1000 J/kg.
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determine the positions of the fragments in the original target.
However, high-speed camera images and the observation of the
surface of the core (the largest fragment) would lead us to expect
that many flatter fragments originate not only from the surface
and subsurface of the target but also from the periphery of the
core. A similar result was shown in the experiments of Durda
et al. (2015). They described that many thin, plate-like fragments
seem to have originated from the interior of the targets, near the
core, in addition to the flattened fragments often seen to originate
from the near-surface spall zone in cratering impacts. Further
s2133 (cube)
mean b/a ~0.74
s2421(rectangular 
parallelepiped
(wide))
mean b/a~0.74
s2135 (sphere)
mean b/a~0.75 
b/a c/a
mean c/a ~0.46
b/a
b/a
c/a
mean c/a ~0.45
c/a
mean c/a~0.46
Fig. 9. Histograms for the shape distributions of fragments with bP 4 mm for targets of various shapes (one cube, one sphere, two rectangular parallelepipeds (2:1:1 side
ratio) and two slabs (10:10:1 side ratio)), which all have the same mass as the cubic target with 5 cm side length. The mean b/a and c/a ratios are indicated. The two
rectangular parallelepipeds and two slabs have two wide and four narrow surfaces. The corresponding impact surface of the projectile is given in parentheses. The impact
velocities are around 3.5 km/s.
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studies are necessary in order to understand why the mean c/a
ratios decrease with decreasing Q when Q is less than 1000 J/kg.
4.2. Implication for asteroids
Although relating our laboratory experiments to collisions in
space may not be straightforward, the data presented here can
provide important evidence to interpret the shapes of asteroids
and boulders on asteroid surfaces. As mentioned above, the shape
distributions of some boulders on Asteroid Eros and the small- and
fast-rotating asteroids with a diameter <200 m and a rotation per-
iod <1 h (which are considered to be monolithic) are similar to
those of the laboratory fragments in catastrophic disruptions
(Michikami et al., 2010). However, as pointed out by Holsapple
s2568(rectangular 
parallelepiped
(narrow))
mean b/a~0.70 
s2422(slab(wide))
mean b/a~0.70
b/a c/a
c/a
c/ab/a
b/a
mean c/a ~0.43
mean c/a ~0.36
s2569(slab(narrow))
mean b/a~0.66 mean c/a ~0.35
Fig. 9 (continued)
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et al. (2002), we must be cautious when extrapolating our data on
fragment shapes from the laboratory to real asteroids, because
monolithic asteroids are rare and the majority of asteroids are
rubble piles.
In general, a rubble pile asteroid is macroscopically composed
of a number of blocks. If each block were assumed to be a monolith,
our data could be applied to a disruption phenomenon for a rubble
pile asteroid. In the experiments, we found that the target shape
does not largely influence the fragment shapes. Instead, the frag-
ment shapes are strongly influenced by Q. If a rubble pile asteroid,
consisting of several blocks, is broken by a meteoroid impact and
each block experiences only a low Q, many fragments produced
would have flat shapes (i.e. small c/a). To the contrary, if each block
experiences a high Q, the fragments would have various shapes
and the mean ratio of a:b:c would be close to 2:
p
2:1. In fact, the
shape distributions of asteroids in young families are similar to
those of the laboratory fragments in catastrophic disruption
(Szabó and Kiss, 2008).
In addition to blocks, asteroid surfaces also consist of boulders.
If boulders have experienced a catastrophic disruption in the par-
ent body of the asteroid, the shape distribution of boulders should
resemble that of the laboratory fragments in a catastrophic disrup-
tion. To confirm this, we take a look at the shapes of boulders on
Itokawa’s surface. This is because the investigation of the Itokawa
particles on mineral chemistry suggested that Itokawa is an aster-
oid made of reassembled pieces (blocks and boulders) of the inte-
rior portions of a onceP 20 km sized asteroid (Nakamura et al.
2011). Besides, the appearance of Itokawa’s surface and size of
boulders shows that numerous boulders have been produced when
Itokawa was generated by a catastrophic disruption of its parent
body (e.g., Fujiwara et al., 2006; Saito et al., 2006; Michikami
et al., 2008). We assumed that the heights of the boulders on the
surface represent the c axes of the boulders. The dimensions of
the c axes are first measured using several tens of home position
images by the Hayabusa spacecraft (the distance between the
spacecraft and Itokawa is 20 km). The dimensions of the a and b
axes of the boulders are derived from the images which rotated
by 90 with respect to the image used for determining c. As a
result, the mean b/a and c/a ratios for 21 arbitrarily selected boul-
dersP 8 m are 0.66 and 0.46, respectively. Recalling the results of
our experiments outlined above, these shapes are similar to those
of the fragments in our catastrophic disruption experiments, which
implies that the parent body of Itokawa is likely to have experi-
enced a catastrophic disruption rather than a weak disruption.
These results confirm the conclusions drawn from the mineral
chemistry of the Itokawa particles (Nakamura et al., 2011) and
the geography of the Itokawa surface (e.g., Fujiwara et al., 2006;
Saito et al., 2006; Michikami et al., 2008).
5. Conclusions
We have systematically investigated the fragment shapes cre-
ated in impacts in the range from cratering to catastrophic disrup-
tion. Impact experiments for basalt targets 5–15 cm in size were
performed using a two-stage light-gas gun at ISAS, JAXA. The target
bulk density was 3000 kg/m3, the compressive strength was
185 MPa, and the tensile strength was 14 MPa. A spherical nylon
projectile with 7.14 mm in diameter was shot perpendicularly into
the target surface at velocities of 1.6–7.0 km/s. In a total of 28
impact experiments we have measured more than 12,700 frag-
ments with bP 4 mm with digital calipers. In the present study,
fragment shape is defined by the ratios b/a and c/a, where a, b
and c are defined as the dimensions of a fragment in three mutu-
ally orthogonal planes (aP bP c).
In order to investigate the dependence of fragment shape on
the degree of fragmentation, the mean axial ratios of the frag-
ment shapes in each shot were plotted against the specific energy
Q, which is defined as the kinetic energy of the projectile per unit
target mass. The results show that the mean b/a ratios seem to be
Fig. 10. Mass distributions of fragments for the experiments shown in Fig. 9.
Targets are of various shapes.
Fig. 11. The mean b/a and c/a ratios vs. Q for fragments with and without original
target surfaces. These data are from 14 impact experiments into cubic targets, and
cover a wide range of Q (150–15,000 J/kg). The figure does not show the data of
further 9 impact experiments into cubic targets (s1934, s2126, s2128, s2129, s2130,
s2131, s2132, s2133 and s2137), because these had already been carried out before
a distinction between fragments with and without original target surfaces was
deemed to be desirable. As there are more than 5700 fragments, a retroactive
measurement is almost impossible.
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roughly constant, or seem to slightly decrease with decreasing Q.
On the other hand, although the mean c/a ratios seem to be
roughly constant when QP 1000 J/kg, they decrease gradually
with decreasing Q when Q < 1000 J/kg. There are more flat
fragments when the degree of fragmentation is small (i.e. in
non-catastrophic disruptions). This trend has not been found in
previous experiments. For example, the mean c/a ratio in an
impact cratering event is nearly 0.2, which is considerably smal-
ler than c/a in a catastrophic disruption (0.5). In addition, the
effect of target shape on fragment shape was investigated. We
carried out the impact experiments for one spherical, two rectan-
gular parallelepiped and two slab targets with the same mass as
our cubic target with 5 cm side length. The impact velocities
were approximately 3.5 km/s. The results indicate that the target
shape does not influence the fragment shape except for slab
targets.
Although relating our laboratory experiments to collisions in
space may not be straightforward, the data presented here can pro-
vide important evidence to interpret the shapes of asteroids and
boulders on asteroid surfaces. The shapes of 21 arbitrarily selected
boulders (P 8 m) on Asteroid Itokawa were researched using sev-
eral tens of images taken by the Hayabusa spacecraft. The mean c/a
value of these boulders is 0.46, which is similar to our experimen-
tal value for catastrophic disruption. This implies that the parent
body of Itokawa could have experienced a catastrophic disruption
rather than a weak disruption. Investigations of the mineral chem-
istry of the Itokawa particles collected by Hayabusa suggest that
Itokawa is an asteroid made of reassembled pieces of the interior
portions of a onceP 20 km sized asteroid. The same conclusion
was obtained from the appearance of Itokawa’s surface and size
of boulders. Our experimental result supports this conclusion.
Our investigations of fragment shape have thus helped constrain
current interpretations of asteroid formation.
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Fig. A1. Running box diagram of the mean b/a and c/a ratios in each bin including 50 fragments vs the fragment mean mass, which are the same data presented in Figs. 5–7,
except for shot s2572. In s2570, the mean b/a and c/a ratios do not contain the largest fragment whose mass is roughly the same as initial target mass.
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Appendix A. Fragment mass and fragment shapes
Previous experiments indicate that the fragment shapes do not
depend on the fragment mass (e.g., Capaccioni et al., 1986). To con-
firm this, the effect of the fragment mass on fragment shapes is
investigated using the same data from Figs. 5–7 with the exception
of shot s2572 (Fig. A1). We have plotted a running-box diagram of
the mean axial ratios vs the fragment mean masses. The fragments
have been ordered by mass and grouped into bins of 50 fragments
each. At smaller mass there seems to be more fluctuation than at
larger mass, which merely reflects the fact that there are numerous
small fragments at smaller mass, and fewer large fragments at lar-
ger mass. As a whole, no significant difference of the mean axial
ratio is apparent. However, we do not rule out that the fragment
mass influences the fragment shape because the mean axial ratios
of b/a and c/a in Fig. A1 seem to have a lower limit and an upper
limit in the intermediate mass range, respectively. The lower and
upper limits may point at physical processes during the impact.
It is, however, difficult to speculate on the reasons because the data
in mass cover only two orders of magnitude and the existences of
the lower and upper limits in several orders of magnitude are
unclear. A quantitative investigation for the effect of fragment
mass on the fragment shape would be needed in the future, analyz-
ing the data in mass with several orders of magnitude.
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